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Redemption!



Why do we Care?
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Context is Everything



Lisa Brown



Where I give bad advice:

● Articles
● Social Platforms
● Speaking to Aspiring 
Devs

● Giving feedback







Bad Advice #1
Okay advice that was given 

irresponsibly and bad in specific 
cases as a result of getting too 

pendulous #1

Bad Advice #1



● “Q: How do I break into the games 
industry?”

● “A: Make a game. Congrats you are in 
the industry”



Why did I give this advice?

● Confidence! 
● Narrow perception of “the industry.” 
● Imposter syndrome!



“Make a game. Congrats you are in the 
industry”



Why was this advice bad?

People asking how 
to “get in”

People struggling 
with confidence



More specific questions:
● How can I make a sustainable business 
making my own games?

● How do I get to work in [x] studio?
● I want to make a game but don’t know 
where to get started, plz help?

● How do I feel like I belong to the “indie” 
community?



“Make a game. Congrats you are in the 
industry”



Privilege Check!



Revised Advice

● Ask for specifics!



Just make a 
game and 
you’re in

It is too hard for 
mere mortals 
such as you to 

get in!



Bad Advice #2



“Game jam games are great for your 
portfolio”



Why did I give this advice?

● People afraid to take the jump
● First projects were too big
● Get students to do more than homework



When is this advice bad?

● ROBUST project work more common in 
game schools



When is this advice bad?

● Game jams are different now





Revised Advice

● Game jam games make good 
supplementary portfolio material, but 
you need to have something to show off 
your skillz



ALL GAME 
JAMS ALL 
THE TIME 

EVERY DAY

Getting stuck 
on big projects 

that go 
nowhere



Bad Advice #3



“It doesn’t matter what programming 
language you learn”



Why did I give this advice?

● Posturing is silly, 
do not fear it



When is this advice bad?

● Doing a disservice to certain types of 
potential programmers





< 90 fps 



“It doesn’t matter what programming 
language you learn”



“It doesn’t matter what programming 
language you learn and anyone who says 
otherwise is worthy of mockery”



Revised Advice

● Get their goals and context before 
advising



C++ is the 
one true 
programming 
language and 
all others are 
garbage

All languages 
are equal and 
if you say 
otherwise 
you are to be 
mocked



Bad Advice #4



“Group brainstorming is the optimal way 
to generate creative ideas”













Wait a minute...





“If you want to assert a 
truth, first make sure it’s 
not just an opinion that 
you desperately want to 
be true”

● Space Dad



Revised Advice

● Brainstorm problems
● Give individual time for solo solutions
● Share and discuss solutions



The one 
ultimate way 
of generating 
creative 
ideas!

Auteurs only



Tips for Advice-taking



Advice-taking Tip #1

Be suspicious of “How to Success” stories 



Advice-taking Tip #2

Realize people might have had success IN 
SPITE OF the things they did and not 
BECAUSE OF them



Advice-taking Tip #3

Mind which voices you aren’t hearing



Context is everything! Mind the pendulum!
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Mistakes were made
When you followed my advice



Daniel Cook
Triple Town
Alphabear
Steambirds

Road Not Taken
Beartopia





1. Make your game F2P (2005)



• Games as services break feast or famine cycles of retail 
• They reduce the power of publishers
• They increase the power of developers
• They create tight connections between creatives and their 

community
• They can be hugely profitable 



But…

• They require specialized knowledge to build well.
• Thousands of ways they can go wrong. 
• They don’t work for every game. Or team 
• Evolved into its own ecosystem



Lesson
The hot new thing is never a panacea.



2. Make your game multiplayer (2013)



• Better retention
•Community!
• Bringing people together is a good thing



But…

• More expensive 
• More design risk
• More technical risk
• Basically expert game development 



Lesson
Ask: Does the audience have the skills?



3. Go Cross platform

• Multiple shots on goal
• Multiple revenue opportunities



But…

• We took a strategy game to Facebook. Not a fit. 
• These platforms have their own style preferences. 
• Early in the platform’s life, they aren’t apparent. 
• It is easy to get a mismatch, especially w new designs



Lesson
Sometimes low information bets fail



4. Build a portfolio since most games fail



• Most games fail
• Your successes need to pay for failures. 
• Aim for 5X return on costs to declare success. 



But…

• New devs took this as meaning even their break even games were 
“failures masquerading as success”.  

• It came across as “you are all going to fail. And shouldn’t try.” 



Lesson
Expert advice is often overwhelming
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Liz England, Game Designer at Ubisoft
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What kind of game industry 
do I want to have in 30 years?
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"All that matters are your skills. 
Just do good work and you will succeed.“

It's not just your skills that matter, but also who you 
know, where you live, what language you speak, 

your gender, your skin color, or whether you even 
know about an opportunity in the first place.

Focus on the factors you can control and if you don’t
succeed, it is not necessarily your fault.



"You will have to crunch."



"You will have to crunch.“

You do not have to crunch. There are successful 
developers and successful games that do not involve 

crunch.

If you don’t have that privilege, you can still mitigate 
how 

bad crunch is rather than accept it. You can help make 
changes in the production cycle, develop methods 

and 



"I got to where I am by suffering, and so should you.“



"I got to where I am by suffering, and so should you.“

It's my responsibility to help improve this industry 
so that the problems I face are not the same ones 
the next generation face.
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"Don't make games for the money. 
Make games because you have passion.“

You can't eat passion.

Don't be afraid to ask people to pay you for your 
work. You deserve to be compensated fairly for your 

labor.



"A thousand other people would kill to have your job."



"A thousand other people would kill to have your job."

Be thankful you get to do something you love for 
a living, but never let yourself be satisfied by the 
status quo.
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"People who burn out just aren't able to cut it.“

Burn-out is not a sign of weakness. It is a symptom 
of depression and it can affect anyone.

When our peers and friends suffer from burn-out, 
we should support them as they recover. We 
should take lessons on what triggers burn-out and
do our best to eliminate them from our work.
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"If you aren't willing to make a few personal sacrifices, 
maybe this industry is not for you.“

There’s no contract you sign, no bargain with the 
devil you make when you enter the game industry 
that says you cannot have a happy, full life.
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Everything I Said Was Wrong
How Indie CAN BE Different Now
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RAMI ISMAIL



ALL ADVICE IS BAD



PERSPECTIVE & HINDSIGHT



THERE WILL BE LOSERS



YOU DON’T GET TO PICK



BAD ADVICE IS GOOD



MAKE GAMES?


